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SNOBSTER GOES MOBSTER...

Because the only two things Italy has contributed to
the world are Olive Garden and the Mafia.

A Retard Convict’s Night Out
Obituary: Jordan Kolb
Justin C.’s Yelp.com Review
Fun for Kids
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A Letter from the
Editor

The gun weighs heavy in my pocket, and heavier on my heart. The four empty
cartridges match the four bullet holes in that son of a bitch’s head...
bang bang bang bang and he slumped in his chair, a bad hand of poker falling from his limp bastard hand. I put a cigarette on my cold lips, and it
tastes like it always does after a hit: sweet.
Pop’s fedora is doing little to keep the rain out of my eyes, and I can
feel the drops clinging to my lashes, refusing to let go like that rat
bastard Paulie refused to die last week. But that was last week, I remind
myself. And this is this week. And I eventually did kill Paulie. Which reminds me. I need a new shovel.
I walk in and out of the street lights’ rays, little waves splashing around
my Armani dress shoes. Italian-made, only the best. Just like my trench
coat, my pinstripe suit, even the cuff links crafted from midget bone--a
delicacy, top dollar on the black market, see?--all Italian-made. Just like
me.
Cousin Tony and Uncle Joey are outside the restaurant, smoking cigars like
they’ve got something to celebrate, and they start hollaring as my hunched
shoulders come into view.
“Well, well, if it isn’t the lone hitman,” Tony teases, snubbing out his
cigar on the building’s riverstone facade. I lean against the olive vinewrapped trellice, ignoring his comment like I ignore the cries of pedestrians after running them over with my Maserati. Which reminds me. I need
to visit Uncle Leo’s body shop and get those ribs cleaned out of my engine
grill.
“You do your job?”
“It’s taken care of.” I say, sucking the last bit of life from my cigarette. It goes out with a final breath, and I let it fall to the wet pavement. “Well fellas,” I say, looking at my Snobster family proudly, “Let’s
go Mobster in the Garden of Olives.”
And so we did.
The result? Some leftovers I gave to the junkyard dog, and the second edition of Snobster, which, if I haven’t killed you yet, you’re holding in
your hands or looking at on one of them fancy computer screens.
Enjoy...
Obesely,
anna
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SNOBSTER Goes mobster at
the garden of olives
It is a night out for the Snobsters, and we once again find
ourselves at a restaurant that requires quotation marks
around the kind of cuisine it claims to serve. Tonight we dine
at Olive Garden, “Italian” Restaurant, an establishment that
has proven neon fluorescent signage is not just reserved for
gentlemen’s clubs and underground raves.
The Olive Garden sign blares an obnoxious green as our
group of dining elite walk into the waiting area. The interior
is designed to look like a Tuscan terrace, with slatted ceilings
reminiscent of a restaurant with slatted ceilings, and artificial
vines wrapped around artificial trellises, creating an artificial
scenery akin to Hobby Lobby or a second grader’s diorama. A
blind second grader that lost both hands in a tragic fire.
The hostess leads us to our table, which is tucked in a special
dining alcove that is positively adorable. The golden yellow
curtains are pulled back by wrought iron hooks, giving us a
perfect view of Polished, nail salon by day, erotic and highly
illegal Asian sex den by day.
Tragically, our table nook is so incredibly cute, one Snobster,
Jordan Kolb, actually has a stroke and passes away, right here
in the middle of Olive Garden. Not wanting him to miss out
on endless meatballs, we go ahead and order for him. But
yeah. He’s fucking dead.
Upon being seated, we were informed that we would have two
waiters, one named Ryan Orlando who preferred to be called
Ryan, and the other named Orlando. Apparently, when you’re
pretending to be Italian, you say your name is Orlando.
Ryan Orlando is a bespectacled cocktard with an attitude and
a penchant for lemon cheesecake, despite it being pumpkin
season. Orlando is a scrumptious slice of man, a glorious
work of art that rivals David, the Sistine Chapel, and iCarly
combined. As he swaggered over to our table, server pad at
the ready for drink orders, all jaws hit the floor in an involuntary display of natural selection. I want to mate with you, were
the words on the tip of my tongue. He opened those glorious
lips to speak, and out came, “Heeeeyyyy! Soooo, what do you
guyssssss want-tuh to drink-kuh?”
Annnnd he’s gay. My god those
wrists are limp.
With dreams of being Miss Orlando the Waiter crushed, I revert
to glancing through the menu.
The subsections are headlined in Italian, with a parenthetical
English translation for those who don’t speak Italian…i.e.,
everyone that goes to Olive Garden.
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I’m overwhelmed by the copious amount of authentic American food posing as Italian food—pizza, spaghetti and meatballs, chicken Alfredo! My mind is spinning. And on top of all
that, Olive Garden, “Italian” Restaurant, actually offers a tour
of Italy—for only $18!!!! Now, according to Orlando, this is

not a funny joke. According to the United States of America,
Orlando isn’t allowed to get married. So….
As someone who is actually Sicilian (suck my Italian balls, Olive Garden, I’m legit), I know I’m going to be disappointed no
matter what I decide to order. Endless salad and breadsticks
are a given, of course, so the real question when choosing
what to order is, “what best compliments the 17 breadsticks
I’m about to deep throat?”
According to Yelp.com, the Mozzarella Fonduta is the best appetizer, so we put in an order for that—it does, however, turn
out to be a Frisbee made of cheese so..great for frolfing, not so
great for eating. Ryan Orlando suggests some kind of seafood
stew, but I don’t feel like shitting my pants for the next three
days from salmonella, so I ignore his recommendation. It
is important to confirm that, with each meal I ask about, I
double-check that it comes with both salad and breadsticks.
As order after order is placed for endless pasta (and that does
come with salad? And breadsticks? Both of them? OK, good),
I find myself debating between pepperoni and sausage pizza,
and pepperoni, sausage, and onion pizza.

But, add the cost of good Snobster company and a snarky gay
waiter, and the Snobster Mobster Lobster, Admiral Lightning,
gives it a generous two lobster. Sorry, Olive Garden, but the
Admiral Disapproves! If you wish to improve your standing with Admiral Lightning and Snobster, maybe look into
offering more items on the level of your endless salad and
breadsticks, because that was truly the only highlight of the
evening.
Well, no, actually. The highlight was seeing Selena Gomez’s
penis because she does, in fact, have one. She’s way more of a
wizard than we thought.
We pay for our overpriced meal and leave a solemn crowd,
feeling snobby, judgemental, and not at all like we just dined
at an Italian restaurant. The only thing Italian about our
evening was the fact that I was pretending we were in the
mafia the whole time, and Olive Garden is our family’s money
laundering front.
But other than my imagination running amok in Mafia-land,
Olive Garden sucked nips. Dried up nips with no milk.

My life is filled with tough decisions, but I go with the former.
I dedicate this pepperoni and sausage decision to the memory
of Jordan Kolb, which is what he would have wanted. His life
may have been short, and maybe he was even a little short,
but was never short on Justin Bieber stories—and that’s what
truly matters in this life.
Speaking of Justin Bieber, Selena Gomez has a penis. The relationship works because Biebs is just a giant vagina with legs.
Between the excitement of chilled salad dishes and janky-ass
dirty wine glasses, our microwaved Marie Callendar meals
arrived in no time. My pizza was, as predicted, subpar. The
tomato sauce tasted far too much like a real tomato, which is
gross, and the parsley garnish on top of the pizza looked more
like a hippie chick’s untrimmed bush than it did a gourmet
flourish.
Once I picked the garnish pubes off, I managed to nibble a
slice. It had a weird taste—like it was made with sourdough
or something. My neighboring Snobster then proceeded to
pop the air bubbles in my pizza crust, ensuring that the pizza
men living inside were dead. Much like Jordan.
Unable to scarf down any more pizza, I drown myself in the
endless salad bowl. It is true what they say about drowning:
It really is the best way to go and no way is better than in
endless salad, I must confess.
While drowning in romaine leaves and shredded parmesan, Orlando brings our checks. With gratuity (a very gracious gratuity) included, I’m astounded to find that I’ve spent
over 20 American dollars on a meal I could have gotten out of
the Ralph’s frozen foods section for $3.99.

Admiral Disapproves!

Retard penguin
thief dines free

It is rare that a headline captures the
hearts and minds of a generation, and
rarer still that said headline becomes a
cultural idiom. Who can forget, “Conjoined twin aborts half the baby,” and
“Retarded man doing life for penguin
theft?” This article, “Retard penguin thief
dines free,: should join their ranks, if only
because the subject is the same man.
Yes, not once, not twice, but thrice has
the infamous Greg McKenna stolen
the nation’s spotlight, the most recent
incident occurring this past week when
the Folsom State Prison inmate was allowed an evening out for good behavior.
Because Mckenna had gone one month
without drinking from the mop bucket,
he was allowed a supervised meal with
his twin brother, Matt Mckenna, at Olive
Garden, “Italian” Restaurant.
For those who do not remember, Matt
McKenna is the unaborted half of the

McKenna baby.
Abby and Brittany, the boys’
behemoth
mother…mothers…is it plural?
What’s the rule
on that? Anyway,
the beast that
bore them, could
not agree on
whether or not
they wanted to
keep the fetus developing in their
conjoined uterus.
Abby, who is
Pro-Choice, said
that 50% of the
uterus is her
body and it is her
choice. Brittany,
who is Pro-Life,
said that 50% of
the uterus has a
human life and
it is God’s choice
as to whether
it lives or dies. In a dramatic decision,
Abby declared that she would abort her
half of the baby. The aborted half grew up
to become Greg, and the unaborted half
grew up to become Matt.
The second time Greg McKenna
made headlines was the act that
landed him a life sentence at California’s
maximum security Folsom State Prison.
While on a zoo field trip with his eighth
grade class, the 23-year-old somehow
managed to steal a penguin and smuggle
it in his backpack. From there, he somehow continued acquiring penguins until
he had an impressive 438 penguins living
with him. He was selling them on the
black market for inflated prices, his most
frequent buyer being Morgan Freeman.
After being sentenced to life for animal
cruelty, theft, and fraud, as well as $6.3
million in stolen Netflix and Redbox

Jordan kolb
remembered
Jordan Kolb. A youthful soul, so filled
with life, and so void of shame. He
would car-dance to Radio Disney like
there was no tomorrow. And for him,
there truly is no tomorrow. There is
only yesterday.
Yesterday was a day like any other day
for Jordan. He woke up, turned off
his High School Musical alarm clock,
looked out the window of his
parents’ bedroom and
said, “Hello, World!
You go, Glen
Coco!” He ironed
his jeans, tucked
in his polo
shirt, velcroed
his shoes, and
headed off to
work at Disney
HR, just like
every day before.
At work he answered
calls, telling young girls
and older men how they
can meet Suite Life stars Zack and
Cody, and he also copied important
department documents at the fancy
copier.
After work, he went directly to Olive
Garden for a delightful evening with his
Snobster friends. And now, we get to
the Jordan that we loved so dearly, and
that we will miss so sorely.
Jordan, although seemingly polite
and quite likeable, was actually an elitist foodie that

DVDs (all of them penguin films), Greg McKenna disappeared from the
news headlines. That is until
his Olive Garden dinner with twin Matt.
Folsom State Prison guard Robert
Menendez said that Greg has earned this
special outing with his brother. Greg is
on SNY, or Special Needs Yard, due to
his developmental handicap. “Yeah, that
mother fucker is retarded,” Menendez
says. “He eats soap, man.”
“I’m glad to spend some time with him,”
Matt says. He went on to say that Greg

only seemed satisfied with a meal if it was
grilled by the callused hands of orphaned
slave children, and flavored with the tears
of abandoned puppies. Thus, he was a
Snobster.
And this is perhaps where Jordan’s life
counted most, his dedication to the craft
of Snobbery. Just on the trip to Olive
Garden alone, he paralyzed four homeless individuals that were taking
too long to cross the street,
ran seven cyclists off
the road, killing two,
totaled fourteen
vehicles and a
helicopter, parked
in a handicapped
spot, and shot a
woman in the face.
His reasoning for
this was because she
was in front of him in
line, and he didn’t want
to wait long for a table. It’s
a valid argument.
Jordan was a valiant, loving, kind human being, and we are all so sad to see the
world lose such a vivacious Snobster. His
last hour on earth, his fateful trip to Olive
Garden, is just a taste—pun intended—of
what Jordan’s life was about: being a total
and complete ass hole.
Why do the best ones have to go?
We’ll never know. But now, let us say
farewell to Jordan Kolb with a one-man
rendition of his favorite film, Snow Dogs.

seemed to enjoy
Olive Garden more than the last restaurant they attended, The Cheesecake Factory. “I think he really like Olive Garden
because he could stuff the endless pasta
down his pants.” Along with endless
pasta, Greg also ordered the retard
brownie, which came with a helmet and
Velcro shapes…which he also put down
his pants.
According to the Folsom State Prison
Warden, Greg could have more of these
little outings if his good behavior continues. At the time of publication, Greg had
been cited for de-pantsing 27 security
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Fun for kiDS

Hey Kids! Admiral Lightning, The Snobster Mobster Lobster, needs your help untangling this web of hearts! If you
can’t help him figure it out, he’s gonna fucking bust a cap in everyone’s white ass. So put on your thinking fedoras,
and get to work!
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